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Abstract: The authors formalise a taboo as a prohibition on speaking (informing). Three levels of
norms are distinguished. First are basic prohibitions, Forbidden X, i.e. norms which pro-
hibit basic actions, Norm(¬X). Second-level norms comprise primary taboos which pro-
hibit information about facts or fakes, Norm(¬Inf(X)), but permit them to happen. Third-
level norms comprise meta-taboos, which prohibit information that a primary taboo exists,
Norm(¬Inf(Norm(¬Inf(X)))). A taboo on the essential causes A of an effect E can be officially
camouflaged with a fake relationship between certain facts B and E.

1. Introduction
The word «taboo» means «a social or religious custom prohibiting or restricting a particular practice or for-
bidding association with a particular person, place, or thing.»1 «A taboo is a vehement prohibition of an action
based on the belief that such behaviour is either too sacred or too accursed for ordinary individuals to under-
take.»2 In the fairy tale «The Emperor’s New Clothes», an example of a taboo is the prohibition on the mention
that the Emperor is naked.3

In this paper, a taboo is treated as a prohibition on speaking (in general, informing). In this way, we narrow
the broader meaning of a taboo, which is a prohibition on an action. We restrict ourselves to the prohibition
of a specific action, namely informing.
Specifically, a taboo is imposed on giving information about the essential causes of an effect (which is typically
evaluated negatively). We assume an effect E, and facts A, B, C that are in a causal relationship with this effect,
as denoted by A→c E, B→c E, and C→c E. Suppose A is the main cause, and a taboo is imposed on it, that is,
a prohibition on speaking caused by A. We also suppose that the official information is that B causes E, which
is fake. This situation is depicted on the left-hand side of Figure 1.

1 The Oxford Dictionary, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/taboo (all websites last accessed on 1 January 2018).
2 See Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taboo and Encyclopædia Britannica Online, «Taboo». Common taboos involve re-

strictions on or ritual regulations for killing and hunting; sex and sexual relationships; reproduction; the dead and their graves; and
food and dining (primarily cannibalism).

3 Danish author H C A wrote about two weavers who promise an emperor a new suit of clothes, which they
say is invisible to those who are unfit for their positions, stupid, or incompetent. When the Emperor parades before his sub-
jects in his new clothes, no one dares to say that they don’t see any suit of clothes on him for fear that they will be seen as «unfit
for their positions, stupid, or incompetent». Finally, a child cries out, «But he isn’t wearing anything at all!» The story is about
a situation where «no one believes, but everyone believes that everyone else believes. Or alternatively, everyone is ignorant
as to whether or not the Emperor has clothes, but believes that everyone else is not ignorant.» [H 2011]; see Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Emperor’s_New_Clothes.

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/taboo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taboo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Emperor
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Taboos can have various meanings and social reasons, such as top-down institutional repression, vertical au-
thoritative power, odd morality, etc. In Figure 1, the green colour denotes entities in the Is realm, blue repre-
sents the Ought realm, violet represents power, and yellow represents the content of the information.

Figure 1: The concept of taboo in context

Definition. The concept of a taboo is briefly overviewed by D [2014], who finds that nowadays
taboo is not an exotic word.4 D notes that according to Freud, «The meaning of «taboo», as we see
it, diverges in two contrary directions. To us it means, on the one hand, «sacred» or «consecrated», and on
the other «uncanny», «dangerous», «forbidden», «unclean» [F 2001, 18]. In his book Taboo [1956, 22],
F S studies the subject from the perspective of sociology (or, more precisely, social anthropology).
Taboos refer to danger.5 S notes that to make a comparative category the definition of taboo is narrowed
(S 1956, 121). Next S refers to Margaret Mead’s article «Tabu» in Encyclopaedia of Social
Sciences, 1937: «Tabu may be defined as a negative sanction, a prohibition whose infringement results in an
automatic penalty without human or superhuman mediation.»
Taboos may be sensitive from several perspectives: morally, religiously, culturally, socially, politically, and
also legally. Taboo norms can be evaluated negatively, although various positions can be explored. B
[2002] discusses three different problems: informing a bandit, informing an abusive government, and inform-
ing a (procedurally) just system of government. The view «No prohibition to inform when government is
just» has a place in a discussion [B 2002]. We further focus on formalising statements about taboo;
explorations of the function of taboos and social reasons are set aside.6

4 D begins with the following definition: «‹Taboo› is a Polynesian term, which has come to refer in Western academic
and public discourses to topics, spaces, or practices that are consecrated as prohibited or to the process itself of marking them off»
[D 2014].

5 S defines: «Taboo is concerned (1) with all the social mechanisms of obedience which have ritual significance; (2) with
specific and restrictive behaviour in dangerous situations. One might say that taboo deals with the sociology of danger itself, for
it is also concerned (3) with the protection of individuals who are in danger, and (4) with the protection of the society from those
endangered – and therefore dangerous – persons… [T]aboo is an element of all those situations in which attitudes to values are
expressed in terms of danger behaviour» [S 1956, 20–21].

6 C  . write: «It is easy to explain why people comply with unpopular norms – they fear social sanctions. And it is easy
to explain why people pressure others to behave the way they want them to behave. But why pressure others to do the opposite?
Why would people publicly enforce a norm that they secretly wish would go away?» [C  . 2005].
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2. Taboo as a Prohibition to Speak
Let us denote by Inf (X) that information about X exists (in reality or in a model such as a database). For
example, information that A causes E is denoted by Inf (A →c E). Let us follow the notation in deontic logic
and denote that it is forbidden that X by F X or F(X). The obligatoriness of X is denoted by O X and the
permissibility of X is denoted by P X. The prohibition F X can be defined as O ¬X (obligatory to omit X, i.e.
it is obligatory to not do X ) or ¬P X (no permission to do X ).
We start by defining taboo as a prohibition to speak. Thus, a restriction is imposed on a general prohibition F
X of any action X. Taboo means that a phenomenon X may be permitted, but informing about X is prohibited.
An example is a taboo on genitals: «In our family, it is forbidden to speak about genitals». However, it is not
forbidden to have genitals. This is represented as Taboo(genitals). Similarly, at a party, it is forbidden to speak
about money. However, it is not forbidden to have money. This is represented as Taboo(money).
A taboo can be expressed with a formula in modal logic:

T X =def F Inf (X)

where T is treated as a modal operator that is syntactically analogical to the deontic operators O, P and F.
Formalisation of normativity implies a norm as an entity. A taboo on X means a norm that prohibits informing
about X:

Taboo(X) =def N(¬Inf (X)) (1)
In our formalisation, all the entities, including actions, facts and norms, exist as truth (true or false) in the realm
of science, i.e. in a model such as a database. Norms N(•) correspond to the Ought realm or its representation
in the model, while Inf corresponds to the Is realm.
A norm N(A) must be assigned certain semantics. Consider N(A) as a commandment to do A and N(¬A) as
a prohibition on doing A. The relation between a norm (rule) and the normative status of the duty can be
explored; see [L 1977, 75–76]:

N(A) → O(A) – From a commandment, an obligatory duty arises
N(¬A) → O(¬A) – From a prohibition, a prohibitive duty arises.

Meta-taboo. Next we strengthen the above definition with a double prohibition called a meta-taboo. A meta-
taboo is a prohibition on informing that there is norm that prohibits speaking about X :

Meta-taboo (X) =def N(¬Inf (N(¬Inf(X)))) (2)
In a literal sense, a meta-taboo can be linked with the expression «taboo on the mention of taboo», which is
used in the literature; cf. A [2014].7

3. Three Levels of Norms on Prohibition
Consider a language L for expressing statements about facts, fake facts and taboos. Fake facts can be formalised
as statements with false content. Thus, basic entities can be Fact (denoted by FC) or Fake (denoted by FK).
The reference area of L sentences (formulae) comprises more entities. Firstly there is Meaning (ME); then
relations, such as Causality (→c), Telos (→te), Equality (→=), and Transformation (→tr); see Figure 2. The
relations hold between the entities and express the semantics of L.

7 J A [2014] writes about the depiction of Englishness in novels. He notes that it was Archibald Lyall who called the
«taboo on the mention of taboo›, in his 1930 book «It Isn’t Done, or, the Future of Taboo Among the British Islanders».
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Figure 2: Basic entities to which norms refer

Norms 1. The next entity within L is a norm (denoted by N). There are several levels of norms. The first
level (Norms 1) comprises norms about facts, N1(FC), and fakes, N1(FK); see Figure 3. The following are
examples of cases which can be created:

1. N1(FC) means a commandment to establish a fact FC. For instance, N(door_closed), represents a com-
mandment to close the door. Closing the door is a compliant action. This type of norm refers to Fact;
see Figure 3.

2. N1(¬FC) means a prohibition of a fact FC. For instance, N(¬door_closed), means a prohibition on
closing the door. Opening the door is a compliant action. This type of norm also refers to Fact.

3. N1(FK) means a commandment to establish a fake FK. As an example, imagine a community of liars.
This type of norm refers to Fake.

4. N1(¬FK) means a prohibition of a fake. This is a normal case. In general, fake facts are prohibited.
For instance, news with false content is prohibited; the use of counterfeit money is also prohibited. This
type of norm refers to Fake.

5. ¬N1(FC) means an absence of commandment to establish a fact FC. We hold that an absence of a norm
about a fact weakly implies a norm about a fake. As an example, we suppose a world with one door, and
suppose that the door is closed. Hence, the proposition «‹The door is closed› is a fact» is true. Suppose
that ¬N1(door_closed) holds in this world. The latter means the absence of any commandment to close
the door. Next, suppose a fake news report of «The door is opened». However, nobody is obliged to
react to this fake, because of the absence of any commandment to close the door. In this sense, the fake
is compliant in this world. Therefore we hold that the type ¬N1(FC) refers to Fake.

We do not explore case 5. It is important only to focus on cases 1 and 2, which refer to Fact, and cases 3 and
4, which refer to Fake.

Figure 3: Types of norms at the first level, Norms 1, and their references

Info 1 and Norms 2. Information is next entity in L to be explored. Information about X is denoted by Inf(X).
More precisely, the latter means the output of an act of informing about X. Information is primarily about
facts, fakes and norms. The first-level information, Info 1, firstly comprises informing that FC exists as a fact,
denoted by Inf  1(FC), or, secondly, informing that FK exists as a fake, denoted by Inf 1(FK); see link (i) in
Figure 4. This can be treated as follows. Given a (news) statement X, the act of informing Inf  1 produces a
flag (or a tag) which means that X is either of true content (thus assigning X to Facts) or false content (thus
assigning X to Fakes).
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Figure 4: Primitive taboos (Norms 2) and Info 1 added to Figure 3

Second-level norms, Norms 2, formalise primitive taboos; see Figure 4. Here, norms are of the type
Meta-taboo (X) =def N(¬Inf (N(¬Inf(X)))) (3)

This means a prohibition N  2 to inform that FK is a fake; see link (ii) in Figure 4. Hence, Norms 2 secure fakes.
Note that Equation (3) above coincides with the right-hand side of Equation (1) after substituting X with FK.
Fakes flourish (on the basic level) because they are secured by Norms 2. Recall «All that is necessary for
the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing.» (https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Edmund_Burke). Therefore
Norms 2 can be evaluated as evil.
Info 2 and Norms 3: Meta-taboo. The second level of information, Info 2, consists of information about
primitive taboos; see link (iii) in Figure 5. Indeed, Inf  2(N  2(¬Inf 1(FK)) means an act of informing that a
prohibition N  2 exists against informing Inf 1 that a fake FK exists.
The third-level norms, Norms 3, formalise meta-taboos. Here the norms are of type N  3(¬Inf  2(•)). This means
a prohibition N  3 on informing Inf  2 about anything; see link (iv) in Figure 5. Specifically, Norms 3 comprise
a prohibition N  3 to inform, Info 2, that a prohibition N  2 exists to inform, Info 1, that a fake FK exists. Thus
a meta-taboo secures a primitive taboo; see the top-down path (iv)–(iii)–(ii)–(i) in Figure 5.
Taboo on Fact. Taboo on fact and taboo on fake form a duality. A taboo on a fact FC, denoted by Taboo(FC),
means a prohibition on informing that FC holds as a fact. The proof is based on the idea that FC being a fact
implies that ¬FC is a fake. Indeed, the content of FC being true implies that the content of ¬FC is false. Let
us apply the taboo on fakes, Equation (3), and substitute FK with ¬FC to obtain N  2(¬Inf  1(¬FC)); this reads
«A prohibition to inform that ¬FC is a fake». This is equivalent to reading «A prohibition to inform that FC
is a fact». This paragraph explains the definition of Taboo (1).

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Edmund_Burke
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Example. In the fairy tale, a fact is that the emperor is naked. A taboo is formally imposed on this fact as:

N  2(¬Inf  1(«The emperor is naked» is a fact))

Dually, a fake is that the emperor is wearing new clothes. A taboo is formally imposed on this fake as:

N  2(¬Inf  1(«The emperor is wearing new clothes» is a fake))

Taboo on Any Basic Entity. Above, we have explored the taboo on fakes and facts. A taboo can also be
imposed on other basic entities, such as the causal relation between facts, teleology of actions, equality of
meaning of facts, transformation of meaning, etc.

Figure 5: Meta-taboos Norms 3 and Info 2 added to Figure 4

4. Taboo on a Combination of Three Elements of a Relation
In mathematics, a binary relation R between two sets S1 and S2 is defined as a subset of a Cartesian product
R⊂ S1×S2. For any x∈S1 and y∈S2 we write xRy to abbreviate (x,y)∈R. Elements of the set R are pairs (x,y).
A binary relation can be represented with a two-column table.
Several meanings can be assigned to a taboo on the causal relation A→c E between a fact A and an effect E. The
original meaning is a prohibition to inform that A causes E. The second idea is a prohibition to inform about the
fact A only, Taboo(A). The third meaning is a prohibition to inform about the effect E, Taboo(E), and fourthly,
a prohibition to inform about the causality relationship →c (its intentional description), Taboo(→c). The last
meaning appears, for example, in the case of a fake official version that the relation A →c E is accidental or a
correlation, in other words, the causality →c is simply a mystery of faith (mysterium fidei).
The last taboo, Taboo(→c), can appear, for example, in a network of facts, effects and other entities, such as
actions, goals, teleological relations, etc. Suppose a taboo exists on the relation A – →c E –. To camouflage
this taboo, a teleological relation B + →te G + can be introduced, where the goal G + is evaluated positively
(Figure 6). Additionally, a fake official version can be introduced that the effect E – is caused by a certain fact
B +.
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Figure 6: A taboo on a causal relationship A – →c E – is camouflaged in three steps, with a teleological
relation→te between B + and a certain goal G +, which is evaluated positively: 1) in fact, both A – and
E – are evaluated negatively; 2) therefore, the official version is announced that a certain cause B +,
which is evaluated positively, causes E –; 3) a camouflage is that B + serves a good goal G +, which

outweighs E –

5. Related Work
We have modelled the meaning of A’ fable as a taboo on speaking that the emperor is naked. This
tale illustrates the phenomenon of pluralistic ignorance, which defined as a situation where «no one believes,
but everyone thinks that everyone else believes» and is mainly studied in social psychology. H [2011]
describes pluralistic ignorance as «the phenomenon where a group of people shares a false belief about the be-
liefs, norms, actions or thoughts of the other group members» and formalises it using epistemic/doxastic logic
(based on plausibility models). H focuses on the question of what it takes to dissolve the phenomenon,
and talks about the dynamics of knowledge and beliefs of a group of agents. Public announcements are the
simplest form of actions. In addition to Andersen’s fable, H provides classical examples including the
«questions in a classroom».8 H formulates examples in terms of beliefs, but notes that pluralistic ig-
norance is often defined in terms of norms, e.g. «a situation where a majority of group members privately
reject a norm, but assume (incorrectly) that most others accept it»; see [C  . 2005]. The latter also
note that «It is not hard to find everyday examples of this fable in the academic kingdom. We can all think of
prestigious scholars who are widely proclaimed as having the most brilliant new ideas, yet privately, people
find the work entirely incomprehensible». C  . study the «willingness to feign support for a public
lie» and provide further examples.9

8 «[T]he classroom example in which, after having presented the students with difficult material, the teacher asks them whether they
have any questions. Even though most students do not understand the material they may not ask any questions. All the students
interpret the lack of questions from the other students as a sign that they understood the material, and to avoid being publicly dis-
played as the stupid one, they dare not ask questions themselves. In this case the students are ignorant with respect to some facts,
but believe that the rest of the students are not ignorant about the facts.» [H 2011]

9 «It is not difficult to find other familiar examples of compliance with, and enforcement of, privately unpopular norms: 1. the ex-
posure of the ‹politically incorrect› by the righteously indignant who thereby affirm their own moral integrity; 2. gossiping about
a social faux pas by snobs anxious to affirm their own cultural sophistication; 3. public adoration of a bully by fearful schoolboys
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We would model the classroom example with a primitive taboo on questions, i.e. a norm that prohibits students
from saying that they have questions. The fact is that students do have questions.

6. Conclusions
Modelling taboo in the legal domain gives rise to a terminological framework, which is depicted in Figure 5.
This paper singles out three levels of norms and two levels of information. We introduce the terms «primitive
taboo» and «meta-taboo», which secures the former.
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